
A WHISKEY LOVERS 20 STEP GUIDE TO A PROPER  OIL CHANGE FOR A MINI

1. Warm up the little baby with a short run for proper supplies. Pick up large bag kitty litter
on off chance of a small oil spillage.  Pick up case of Johny Walker. Choose label color
which best matches mini. Buy case of oil and an oil filter.
2. Drive mini into garage and remove supplies. 
3. Clean off work bench by shoving all clutter to one end and lay out a clean shop towel in
center of bench.
4. Place one bottle of Johny Walker, Rob Walkers finest, and your best glass bottom
tankard on the shop towel. (note; glass bottom tankard is very important as it allows you
to see what you are working on.)
5. Pour 3 fingers of J.W. and drink it.
6. Lay out all other supplies and tools on floor around mini.
7. Have another drink while admiring your fine progress through the glass bottom.
8. Jack-up mini and set on stands.
9. Have another drink.
10. Lay down on creeper, slide under mini and take a little napy.
11. After awaking refreshed, place oil pan under drain plug, then slide out and go find the
proper size spanner, as the one you previously selected, as usual, was the wrong size.
Take another drink as long as your up.
12. Slide under the mini and remove the drain plug and try to catch some of the oil as it
shoots clear over the pan and then reduces the stream as to miss the other edge. This
being all the more challenge as the mini is now starting to spin right along with the floor.
13. Slide out and grab bag of litter kitty and throw some at that funny oil piddle under the
min. Have one more li'l drink.
14. Pour in 4 bottles of oil and check oil stick. Go have one more drink while you stare at
mini through the glass bottom and wonder why no oil shows on stick.
15. More litter kitty on new funny floor on the oil.
16. Replace funny thing into little round holey where the out oil... runs.
17. Have another drinkie and pour more oil new, in. Wipe off all oil that didn't quite hit the
holie thing at top of the morser.
18. Have another drink. Notice new oil filser setting on floor while flooring at the starer
through bottom glass thingie there. 
19. Install new morser on filser oiler.
20. Take napy long mini under the.
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